Drilling logs graphics from 36 Holes of Expedition 310 by Camoin, Gilbert et al.
EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4 
Date : 07/10/2005
Begin : 19 h 25
End : 09 h 44






Tool : S. SET
Diameter : 96mm
Depth : 0.00 - 13.04 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation












SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4A 
Date : 08/10/2005
Begin : 09 h 44
End : 07 h 42








Depth : 11.25 - 21.75 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation





















































SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4B 
Date : 09/10/2005
Begin : 22 h 42
End : 01 h 33








Depth : 0.00 - 8.82 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation











































SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4B 
Date : 10/10/2005
Begin : 02 h 18
End : 06 h 45








Depth : 8.82 - 24.62 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation



























SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4C 
Date : 10/10/2005
Begin : 08 h 33
End : 15 h 19








Depth : 19.86 - 58.86 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation






















SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4C 
Date : 11/10/2005
Begin : 15 h 20
End : 03 h 20








Depth : 57.39 - 91.17 m
Water level : 59.63 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-4C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation

























































SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  )TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-4C 
Date : 12/10/2005
Begin : 03 h 20
End : 08 h 09








Depth : 91.17 - 102.17 m
Water level : 59.63 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation


























































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-3 
Date : 14/10/2005
Begin : 07 h 04
End : 04 h 06








Depth : 0.00 - 44.40 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-3A 
Date : 15/10/2005
Begin : 13 h 03
End : 19 h 13








Depth : 0.00 - 18.13 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation





































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-3A 
Date : 15/10/2005
Begin : 19 h 13
End : 13 h 16








Depth : 18.13 - 48.43 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation





































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-3B 
Date : 26/10/2005
Begin : 04 h 09
End : 20 h 00








Depth : 0.00 - 32.25 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-3B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-3 
Date : 17/10/2005
Begin : 06 h 57
End : 18 h 15








Depth : 0.00 - 40.28 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5 
Date : 18/10/2005
Begin : 03 h 51
End : 21 h 17








Depth : 0.00 - 23.04 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
 ( rpm )
23 23 23 23 23
EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5A 
Date : 18/10/2005
Begin : 23 h 12
End : 17 h 30








Depth : 0.00 - 27.15 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation



























 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5B 
Date : 20/10/2005
Begin : 02 h 01
End : 19 h 33








Depth : 0.00 - 25.68 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation

















 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5C 
Date : 20/10/2005
Begin : 23 h 30
End : 22 h 50








Depth : 0.00 - 44.60 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 ( bar )
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 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 Drilling rate
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 ( bar )
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 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5E 
Date : 08/11/2005
Begin : 19 h 58
End : 06 h 32








Depth : 0.00 - 20.51 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5E
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4 
Date : 22/10/2005
Begin : 16 h 33
End : 03 h 30








Depth : 0.00 - 34.60 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4A 
Date : 23/10/2005
Begin : 13 h 28
End : 19 h 59








Depth : 0.00 - 17.65 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 ( bar )
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 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4B 
Date : 24/10/2005
Begin : 08 h 49
End : 20 h 45








Depth : 0.00 - 34.46 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4C 
Date : 25/10/2005
Begin : 02 h 20
End : 04 h 14








Depth : 0.00 - 11.71 m
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0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4D 
Date : 25/10/2005
Begin : 06 h 32
End : 16 h 26








Depth : 0.00 - 21.76 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
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 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4D
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1 
Date : 27/10/2005
Begin : 01 h 55
End : 06 h 28








Depth : 0.00 - 42.24 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation










































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1C 
Date : 31/10/2005
Begin : 15 h 01
End : 18 h 48








Depth : 0.00 - 40.18 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1C
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1A 
Date : 29/10/2005
Begin : 01 h 02
End : 05 h 01








Depth : 0.00 - 38.48 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation






















 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1B 
Date : 30/10/2005
Begin : 07 h 17
End : 03 h 03








Depth : 0.00 - 44.68 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1B
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1D 
Date : 01/11/2005
Begin : 23 h 19
End : 16 h 28








Depth : 0.00 - 40.62 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1D
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1D
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1D
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-03A-1E 
Date : 03/11/2005
Begin : 16 h 55
End : 12 h 16








Depth : 0.00 - 40.10 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1E
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1E
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-03A-1E
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-01A-3 
Date : 04/11/2005
Begin : 23 h 15
End : 00 h 12








Depth : 0.00 - 66.96 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation










































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-01A-3A 
Date : 06/11/2005
Begin : 13 h 00
End : 11 h 40








Depth : 0.00 - 42.22 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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EXEPF W 4.27/LEPF1/50
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-01A-3A
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation










































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5D H
Date : 07/11/2005
Begin : 21 h 52
End : 16 h 50








Depth : 0.00 - 34.28 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole  TAH-02A-5D H
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole  TAH-02A-5D H
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation






























































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5I 
Date : 15/11/2005
Begin : 04 h 08
End : 22 h 24








Depth : 0.00 - 32.86 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5I
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5I
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4E 
Date : 09/11/2005
Begin : 18 h 20
End : 23 h 16








Depth : 0.00 - 8.80 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation











































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4F 
Date : 10/11/2005
Begin : 07 h 59
End : 22 h 36








Depth : 0.00 - 31.36 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4F
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4F
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4G 
Date : 11/11/2005
Begin : 01 h 18
End : 15 h 42








Depth : 0.00 - 31.12 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4G
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4G
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5F 
Date : 12/11/2005
Begin : 11 h 03
End : 04 h 05








Depth : 0.00 - 32.30 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5F
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5F
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation




















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5G 
Date : 13/11/2005
Begin : 07 h 00
End : 14 h 30








Depth : 0.00 - 20.93 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5G
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-5H 
Date : 14/11/2005
Begin : 13 h 04
End : 01 h 30








Depth : 0.00 - 20.50 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-5H
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation















































 SEACORE LIMITED Drilling parameters
( Contract : C1057  ) TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING
Borehole  TAH-02A-4H 
Date : 14/11/2005
Begin : 01 h 13
End : 09 h 53








Depth : 0.00 - 12.40 m
JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
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JEAN LUTZ S.A-Jurançon-France-www.jeanlutzsa.fr...
TAHITI SCIENTIFIC CORING Borehole   TAH-02A-4H
0 15075 0 5025 0 3015 0 15075 0 15075
 Drilling rate
 ( m/h )
 Pullback Pressure
 ( bar )
 Mud pressure
 ( bar )
 Torque
 ( bar )
 Rotation
 ( rpm )
12 12 12 12 12
